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A&A Painting Makes History!
In the middle of September of this year, A&A Painting Ltd. made a little
bit of history by restoring and repainting the old Fire Lookout and Watch
Station atop the Old Glory Mountain near Rossland, British Columbia.
Early last June, A&A Painting had been contacted by The Friends of the
Rossland Range to restore and repaint the old fire lookout station. Although the fire watch station is accessible by hiking, the crew had to be
flown in by helicopter because of the equipment, paint and materials
needed for the job.
To restore and repaint the old fire watch station to its original color, the
A&A Painting crew decided to paint the whole exterior and interior ceiling
in Marine Eggshell White. Since some scraping and sanding needed to
be done, a battery powered sander was used because the station didn’t
have any electricity. The interior was restored to its green color state as
well. The painters even restored the old wooden desk and cabinet and
gave it a new coat of varnish. Aside from scraping and sanding the exterior and interior walls, some holes were patched since the building materials date back to at least 1966, graffiti were managed as well.

Before and after of the fire lookout station
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Although long retired from the B.C. Forest Service in 1977, the restoration and repainting of the fire lookout station on Old Glory is also a restoration of its long history and service. A&A Painting is proud of this job
and hopes to continue restoring historical sites in the future.

Call today for a free estimate!
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3 Reasons Why Winter is the Best
Time for Interior Painting
1. Lower Painting Cost from Resident Professional Painters
There is less demand for painting services in winter and the silver
lining in this is that you can often get services for less compared to
what you’d pay in the summer months. Painting costs naturally
increases when it’s in demand in the market but when there is less
work, professionals are more likely to be flexible with quotes.
2. Paint Dries Faster
Paint actually dries quicker in low temperature of the winter because there is less humidity present compared to the summer.
3. Interior fumes are not a problem
Low to zero VOC paints are your best option to use and this pose
next to no risk for your health. This practically eliminates concerns
over fumes.
**A&A Painting has an air filtration and containment system that will
seal the newly painted room to keep the unwanted odors from being
inhaled by odor-sensitive clients. This system uses fans to extract
the air from the room and direct it all to go outside. This will make
the paint dry faster, too! No VOC fumes and faster dry time. It’s a
win-win situation!

Choosing Paint
Colors for your
Home
Nothing transforms your home like
changing the colors of your wall. But
choosing paint colors can be quite challenging and overwhelming. With a huge
variety of colors, you wouldn’t even
know where to start. Here are some
basic color knowledge that you must
know:
• Warm toned colors include reds, yellows and oranges. These colors are
used to liven up a dull and boring space.
• Cool toned colors represent relaxation and meditation and include the shades of blue, green, indigo and violet.
• White represents purity, peace and intellect. Great for offices and areas that you need to think.
• Black and browns are grounding colors. These colors are used in various shades throughout the
home.
Choosing a color for a certain room depends on its function. The climate of where you live should
also be considered. Warmer tones to those who live in the cooler weather and cooler tones for
those in the warmer regions.
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A&A Painting’s
New Features
The A&A Painting Ltd.
website,
www.aapainting.ca, has
been launched and with it
came new features you
can conveniently use at
your disposal.
Book A Painter is a tool
you can easily use to get
a painter without the long
process of calling 3 or
more painting firms for
estimates. All you have to
do is fill up the form found
in our website or call us
directly. You will be contacted immediately to
confirm the information
you’ve given, review the
scope of work and confirm your schedule. We
will supply all the information and tools you
need to choose the color,
products and steps required so your project is
completed efficiently and
on schedule.
The Maintenance Program is a new service by
A&A Painting for property
owners who want to have
their houses/buildings
inspected for paint
touchups and maintenance. The team will
come and look over your
property, inspect it and
make recommendations
on the areas that need to
be repainted. This program will give you estimates and prices, and
can also give you the services you will need annually. Your project history
that includes the products
you prefer, colors and
finishes will be recorded
and kept.

The A&A Painting Crew with Owner, Richard Arney

Background Checks are a Must!
Background checks have become an important safeguard for other aspects of our life than just being an employer’s requirement. Handymen,
painters, electrician, repairmen and cleaning services are being given
access to homes and our families are exposed to strangers. Do you
know who you are letting into your home?
It is a company’s responsibility and priority to background check the personnels they are hiring. After all, as a business owner, they will be responsible for sending a criminal into a customer’s home. According to a
legal theory called Negligent Hiring and Retention, victims of crimes
committed by employees of a business can sue the employer for damages. It can’t be emphasized more how important doing a complete background check on any service personnel who will have access to a client’s
home. Are you willing to risk it?
Good thing A&A Painting Ltd. always background checks their employed
painters and, with 30 years of experience in the business, stands by their
4 P’s of promises - Promptness, Professionalism, Peace of Mind, and
Persistence.
A & A’s painters are renowned for being reliable, punctual, and courteous. Backed by expert training and experience, our painters are ready to
guide you through any and all painting procedures and paint colour selection.
Do your research before hiring a service crew. Out tip? Go for those who
are already established and has transparency in their business.
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CONTACT US
Give us a call for more
information about our
prices and services
A&A Painting Ltd.
Nelson: (250) 354-9015
Castlegar: (250) 3045237
Trail: (250) 368-1044
office@aapainting.ca
Visit us on the web at
www.aapainting.ca

Owner Richard Arney with “Wrapped” Sprinter Van

